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G voice assistant

G-Voice Assistant allows you to ask questions and send teams to the Google Assistant system. ★★★★ problem ★★★★ Q1. What commands support the PRO version? Paragraph A1 is to take into You can use the following commands:• make a phone call• send a text message (fully supports smartwatches with SIM card)• launch app on smartwatch• set
alarm• record/ play/ delete audio note • enable / disable / check status GPS / Bluetooth / Wi-Fi • Read your heart rate/air pressure • check battery charge level • check network connection • off/on sound watch • open viewing settings• open viewing settings; The application supports all Samsung Smartwatches with Tizen OS (min. ver. 3.0). Keep links to galaxy
store: G-Voice Assistant G-Voice Assistant Pro VIDEO: youtube search text G-Voice Assistant (Google Assistant) Reactions: Dixon Butz and bromonano are running amazing so far! tempted to try the pro version? after using it for a while, it saysQuot exhausted. Log off and restart the application. Last edited: Jul 23, 2020 What happened to the links? Hey,
this is a really great app! But this is a serious disadvantage: After a few questions, voice recognition and voice response switches to English, although it was designed to listen and answer in German (set to German settings). Also, can you add a listen to the launch setting? ---------- Post added at 05:37 ---------- previous post was 5:26 ---------- Hey, this is a
really great app! But this is a serious disadvantage: After a few questions, voice recognition and voice response switches to English, although it was designed to listen and answer in German (set to German settings). Also, can you add a listen to the launch setting? Just noticed that somehow, the app lost its login and I had to re-login. Now it's back to my
default language. I tried to uninstall the normal version after purchasing and installing the pro version but its pro no longer works. So, is it necessary to have both the normal and pro version at the same time? I would like to install only the pro version, is it possible? Thanks for the reply I purchased this application on my watch, but after a couple of commands
it loses out in Italian and the commands are set to English. It doesn't work. Can I create gpay for galaxy watches? I plan to buy a galaxy watch 3, but Samsung pay is not yet possible in our country. Tnx So far, much better designed and simpler than GAssist. No need for phone companion app. On the downside, it seems the results are scrollable on the
website. Still allows me to control my home devices, so I'm making the transition from GAssist to this one. What command do you use to start smart devices? The same team works for me on the phone but doesn't watch. Watch it try Application. That is good! Had to turn to BT. Bt. They will fix BT according to the response on youtube. There was a pain in the
ass to write an email and login. Somehow we managed to switch to handwriting. I like it, I can change the volume with the bezel. Controls all my home smart devices. You are prompted to set a reminder. Crashed after I said time. Then said the number is trying exhausted. Please restart the program. Then you just have to close it in Recent Apps, and it works
again. Is there a way to switch to a normal on-watch keyboard during a login, vice T9 one? I can't enter because, for some reason, the T9 keyboard keeps messing up my password. Sent from my SM-N950U using Tapatalk Is there a way to switch to a normal on-watch keyboard during a login, vice T9 one? I can't enter because, for some reason, the T9
keyboard keeps messing up my password. Sent from my SM-N950U via Tapatalk T9 keeps messing up my Gmail and pw. It didn't write the right letters. I accidentally switched to handwriting. So there must be a way. Turn off predictive text so that the T9 will work as it should. I uninstalled the free version and bought the pro. You have a free version installed
with a pro. I tried pro free version. Works only if both are installed. When I turned off the sensitive text, T9 worked as expected. When you entered your password, handwriting input somehow came back. Last edited: Aug 1, 2020 Reactions: r4d3k Page 2 Pro stopped working. When you close and turn off the screen. To fix it, I had to uninstall both pro and free
of charge. I reinstalled free and had to log in again. I'll just stay free now and see if it craps out. And there was a article that drops up when introducing your password by pressing the eye thingy. curve can I create gpay for galaxy watches? I plan to buy a galaxy watch 3, but Samsung pay is not yet possible in our country. Tnx get a curve card if it can be
issued if you live. where I live samsung pay is not supposed to be available at all, but it works like a charm with my curvecard attached. I hear that it works in most European contries Learned who was making it permanently crash and turn off the screen. If you are using this app while Bluetooth is accidental, it will crash. And keep crashing even after you turn
off Bluetooth. It seems to happen when only free, or free and pro is installed. Fix by uninstalling both if you are a pro. Or just uninstall it free if that's all you use. Then reinstall. Just do not try to use this app with BT. I'm in touch with the support. So they know. Reactions: Galaxy Privacy/Reputation Google warns that the app needs extended access to a user's
Google account. I understand this is because Google Assistant itself has a high level of permissions/access for the user account to begin with. However, this program does not policy or other reason to help to obtain assurance about the granting of the access requested. Is there at least source code code on GitHub? Last edited: Aug. 9, 2020 Those who
write apps pay or usually don't release the source code. It's a lot of hard work. The source code that Gassist.net app was released after the project was canceled. Using access to this app for a google account doesn't mean they can view your data. This is only necessary to be able to control smart devices and other things. It does not send any information to
the author. And the only way for him to see your logs is if you have a debugging version and download logs to your phone and send them via email. . Get a curve map if it can be issued if you live. where I live samsung pay is not supposed to be available at all, but it works like a charm with my curvecard attached. I hear that running most of the European
contries I have is Curve, and it works great with gpay on my phone. Can I set a fee on my Galaxy watch 3? Can you please give me an example of a problematic device/command? Run/start Device Name. The Assistant can't find the app, instead of using Google Home devices. I use these commands in Polish. I've allready reported this via email. Run/start
Device Name. The Assistant can't find the app, instead of using Google Home devices. I use these commands in Polish. I've allready reported this via email. Start/Run is reserved for launching the app smartwatch. In the next version (1.0.8), if the program is not found, the system tries to start the device with the name provided. Please contact me by email
about the results. I can't find the App anymore in the store. Thanks for the quick reply! Page 3 Hello, very nice job in this app, thank you! French working fine for the free version. I would like to buy a PRO, but would like to know: - it works with french yet - what features does it unlock? Thanks again, great job! Weird ok is the pro and the standard installed tried
just using pro but it makes me download the free version if I try to open either it takes forever to open then which of i opened will be close and the other starts and finally it works sent from my [device_name] via the XDA-Developers Legacy app is available in Spanish? If not... how much time is expected to wait until Spanish is available? Not yet. We will add
new languages within 2-3 weeks. ---------- Post added 09:01 ---------- Previous post was 8:58 am ---------- Weird ok is pro and standard installed tried just using pro, but it makes me download a free version if I try to open either way out forever to open then whoever I opened will be close and the other starts and finally it works sent from my [device_name]
using the XDA-Developers Legacy app PRO version is a plugin for FREE. You don't have to launch PRO, launch for FREE and PRO will be loaded in the background. V1.0.9 we are start-up scheme. Just ****, I buy the pro version ^ but the pro version does not support russian.. Ok no problem but lite version version It... Ok, why everytime, if I open you the
app, the app will show me this warning. Its unusible. Please show me once this, I can ask an assistant in English, but I don't want to push OK everytime! Just ****, I buy the pro version ^ but the pro version does not support russian.. Ok no problem, but the lite version supports it... Ok, why everytime, if I open you the app, the app will show me this warning. Its
unusible. Please show me once this, I can ask an assistant in English, but I don't want to push OK everytime! Thanks for the info. The dialog will be fixed/removed in the next version. Now, please just switch the language in the app's settings to English. You will be able to ask questions in Russian and English. First, the program does not work with the
included Bluetooth. secondly, after the spoken team assistant turns off and it is not possible to continue the dialogue. For example, the task: send sms to tomuto, the assistant asks what we write? And that's all, the microphone isn't active, if you press the microphone button again, then a new task is set up instead of continuing the old task. fix this something.
First, the program does not work with the included Bluetooth. secondly, after the spoken team assistant turns off and it is not possible to continue the dialogue. For example, the task: send sms to tomuto, the assistant asks what we write? And that's all, the microphone isn't active, if you press the microphone button again, then a new task is set up instead of
continuing the old task. fix this something. Thanks for the info. What smartwatch model do you have? So this app now works with Bluetooth. I didn't see it in the change log. Kinda great news. Should let users know it. When you open the app, you'll need to complain about the ability to listen automatically. It takes a long time to load. Buy the time when it loads,
the screen turns off. I have a 15 second screen timeout. Make the car listen to start listening when the screen is turned back too. Just like just tapping the screen to wake it up. This is very useful if someone uses a helper often. Gassist is it. Try it. Please use the option to disable hand gestures. It's battery draining. Last edited: 29 Sep 2020 Can't find free or
pro versions of galaxy store =/ Page not found, neitheir app name edited: September 17, 2020 Hello, I bought a Pro version (and waiting for French command support) you tell us to start the app with G-Voice Assistant standard, but every time I started the App, I have a G-Voice Assistant Pro that also starts 2 or 3 after sec. Can you download it in the
background ? I don't have time to do anything because the screen shuts off (15s) before the pro is loaded. I think mecanism is perfectible in this matter of load. Can we remove this bubble animation at the beginning? It freezes and it just makes it a lost time to load it. Thanks for a great job PS: any date french team Weird Weird but the links on page 1 are still
working. They bring you to the app store I just did and installed fine. ---------- Post added at 04:05 pm ---------- Previous post was 4:03 am ---------- Hello, I bought the Pro version (and waiting for French command support) you tell us to start the app with the G-Voice Assistant standard, but every time I start the App, I have G-Voice Assistant Pro, which also
starts at 2 or 3 sec after that. Can you download it in the background ? I don't have time to do anything because the screen shuts off (15s) before the pro is loaded. I think mecanism is perfectible in this matter of load. Can we remove this bubble animation at the beginning? It freezes and it just makes it a lost time to load it. Thanks for the great job PS: any
date french team support? Just uninstall the pro and use the normal version. That's what I'm doing in French for a while. Page 4 Strange enough, but links on page 1 are still working. They bring you to the app store I just did and installed fine. ---------- Post added at 04:05 ---------- previous post was 4:03 am ---------- just uninstall the pro and use the normal
version. That's what I'm doing in French for a while. Wow. I got an error when I try to install from the store Hi.. why don't I find this app in the store? Is there an easier way to log on to a watch other than using a T9 keyboard? It's ridiculously difficult to type an email address, and it's almost impossible to correctly enter a secure password (&gt;16 random
characters, including uppercase/lowercase letters, numbers and symbols), especially if it's masked. Given these difficulties, I really prefer the other GAssist approach... It will take the attendant app over the phone, but that made ing entering the dead simple. Sent from my SM-N950U using Tapatalk Is there an easier way to log on to a watch other than using a
T9 keyboard? It's ridiculously difficult to type an email address, and it's almost impossible to correctly enter a secure password (&gt;16 random characters, including uppercase/lowercase letters, numbers and symbols), especially if it's masked. Given these difficulties, I really prefer the other GAssist approach... It will take the attendant app over the phone, but
that made ing entering the dead simple. Sent from my SM-N950U via Tapatalk Try this Use T9 to email. Then click the eye to the right of the password box. This should bring up handwriting mode. Then you just draw letters, numbers, and symbols. I read that today they should release a G-voice... is that right or next Monday? I have no insight into when they
will present Samsung. It could be any day when it is set. It doesn't have to be Monday. I found some bugs in the test version on Saturday. One of the great new features may be Ok Google support. Still in the experimental stage. anyone know if there is anything new about the app? Also if someone performs a test test does it work tizen 5.5? need google
helper so bad, cant take bixby much longer): tried to even request a test version from the developer, but no response last edited: October 15, 2020 I have no insight on when they will present Samsung. It could be any day when it is set. It doesn't have to be Monday. I found some bugs in the test version on Saturday. One of the great new features may be Ok
Google support. Still in the experimental stage. so if I understand the correct app has already been sent to Samsung? are we waiting for review and publication? I have sent several emails, but the only place. where you answer me is here ... so if I understand the correct app has already been sent to Samsung? are we waiting for review and publication? I
have sent several emails, but the only place. where you answer me is here ... I haven't seen any emails. There were bugs that had to be fixed before submission. Haven't heard or seen a newer test this week. I haven't seen any emails. There were bugs that had to be fixed before submission. Haven't heard or seen a newer test this week. ok, I'm part of a
group of 1190 users of telegram. I promoted your app in this group and we are all waiting for publication.. I hope this will be resolved as soon as possible if you need beta testers from Italy, I'm available ok, I'm part of a group of 1190 users of telegram. I promoted your app in this group and we are all waiting for publication.. I hope this will be resolved as soon
as possible, if you need beta testers from Italy, I'm available It's not my app. I'm a tester. I guess u mean u sent me an email via XDA It's not my app. I'm a tester. I mean u mean u sent me an email via XDA ok all clear, can i ask you one last question? could you tell me more or less if this month is able to find it in the store? are we talking about a longer period
of time? I mean according to you ok all clear, can I ask you one last question? could you tell me more or less if this month is able to find it in the store? are we talking about a longer period of time? I mean according to you, if the bugs I found are fixed. It might be ready to submit next week. Not sure how long it will take to determine. Do you have a Samsung
phone? Page 5 Try this t9 email message. Then click the eye to the right of the password box. This should bring up handwriting mode. Then you just draw letters, numbers, and symbols. So it worked, but it's still a huge pain. The finger writing keyboard is very finicky. I just want a regular keyboard if I'm going to have to sign up for the clock. And as I just went
to use the app today, after using it successfully last week, I apparently has logged out... Is it Google's end? Will it be a regular event? Cuz if so, I might have to give up on this because I might lose my mind if I have to go that maddening application process every time. Sent from my SM-N950U via Tapatalk So it worked, but it's still in huge pain. The finger
writing keyboard is very finicky. I just want a regular keyboard if I'm going to have to sign up for the clock. And as I just went to use the app today, after using it successfully last week, I've obviously been logged out... Is it Google's end? Will it be a regular event? Cuz if so, I might have to give up on this because I might lose my mind if I go through this
maddening application process every time. Sent from my SM-N950U via Tapatalk I know. It took me 45 mins to sign up last Saturday. Samsung store has google keyboard. Could work. You're just talking. I could try it. Haven't seen the test version this week. It seems unavailable, I get an error message when trying to download. I'm interested in 3 copies of
the Pro version when it becomes available again. Thank you. I was just notified that a new version was sent to the Galaxy store. Should be there within 3-5 business days. I haven't checked it. Last edited on: October 28, 2020 This is not an update for me. I click on update in the Galaxy store. Says installing. Then after some time says an update. Pro or
kernel. Is there an update procedure? You don't want to have to spend 30min trying to login again. Any update to it yet? ---------- Post added at 10:55 ---------- previous post was 10:04 am ---------- I uninstalled then reinstalled the new core app. I can't log in. Don't get input screen. I got stuck in a loop of the same dialogue. Anyone else can apply? Sent
support email ---------- Post added at 11:08 am ---------- Previous post was 10:55 am ---------- EDIT: It turns out it was Adguard Android blocking the Internet via Bluetooth. But just blocking the internet g voice assistant. And the Google Voice keyboard. CONTACT AG support. Last edited on 23 April 2019, at 18:40 Kudos Page 6 Thanks for the app, works
nice. I want to ask something about the car listening to the hand up gesture. Should we make the app open to make it work, or does it always listen like a raise talk about Siri on an apple watch? Also the option auto screen unlock opens the app always when you turn on the screen. Is that what is supposed to be done? What I mean will be great is the app
always listens to talk when raising the wrist, so it behaves exactly like a siri raise talk function. All this should happen in the background and warn the user that the team is fixed using haptic vibration. So we have a seamless always helper in our wrists without opening any app or pressing any button. All this would be possible because ok google team is
running fine in the background. Thanks again for the amazing app. Thanks for the app, works nice. I want to ask something about the car listen on the arm up Should we be app open to make it work, does it always listen like raise talk about Siri on apple watch? Also the option auto screen unlock opens the app always when you turn on the screen. Is that
what is supposed to be done? What I mean will be great is the app always listens to talk when raising the wrist, so it behaves exactly like a siri raise talk function. All this should happen in the background and warn the user that the team is fixed using haptic vibration. So we have a seamless always helper in our wrists without opening any app or pressing any
button. All this would be possible because ok google team is running fine in the background. Thanks again for the amazing app. Hi, thanks for the suggestions. Please check the chart (Q5/Q6): Thanks for that. So I'm proposing a new shift that activates voice input when the hand on wake is enabled. The difference between the current exercise is everything
will happen in the background without interrupting the look face. Thank you. I will try to modify the Autostart system without adding a new option. That could be a very stupid question. Apologies at first... after posing as a question assistant, the text and letters on the screen of my watch are so small that I really can't read it. Do I miss something? Tx This could
be a very stupid question. Apologies at first... after posing as a question assistant, the text and letters on the screen of my watch are so small that I really can't read it. Do I miss something? Tx Go to app settings and uncheck Use bezel for volume control. From now on, you can use the bezel to zoom in/out the Assistant's answer. Check the option again to
enable scrolling in the main view (with the selected scale). I have installed the app and setup. However, it's not listening to me. What can I do to listen to me? Sent from my iPhone via Tapatalk I have installed the app and setup. However, it's not listening to me. What can I do to listen to me? Sent from my iPhone using Tapatalk Disconnect BT and connect my
clock via WiFi. If it works - unplug WiFi, connect BT and make sure you have an active internet connection on your phone and traffic is not blocked by any antivirus /adblock software. Unplug BT and connect your watch via WiFi. If it works - unplug WiFi, connect BT and make sure you have an active internet connection on your phone and traffic is not blocked
by any antivirus /adblock software. It only works wifi. Thanks a lot But how does it connect to the Internet if I disconnect wifi and connect to the phone via Bluetooth. I turned off wifi and connect to the phone via Bluetooth, but the app says can not connect to the Internet Sent from my iPhone using Tapatalk ---------- Post 07:11 ---------- Previous post was 06:28
---------- Web results not failed on my active 2. Does it matter to see the results as well as I can open apps? Sent from my iPhone via Tapatalk Just purchased the pro and have a question about sending texts. Currently I tried Send text to x, which then asked for a message. I say what the message would be, and then it sends me to a quick manual pick
contact instead of using the contact I verbally indicated. Is it expected behavior or am I/is doing something wrong? Just purchased a pro and have a question about sending texts. Currently I tried Send text to x, which then asked for a message. I say what the message would be, and then it sends me to a quick manual pick contact instead of using the contact I
verbally indicated. Is it the expected behavior or am I/is doing something wrong? I get the same answer. AW2 ver CTJ5. Also how to get a temperature response F instead of C. (Region is set to U.S.) Last edited: Nov 1, 2020 It only works wifi. Thanks a lot But how does it connect to the Internet if I disconnect wifi and connect to the phone via Bluetooth. I
turned off wifi and connect to the phone via Bluetooth, but the app says you can't connect to the Internet Sent from my iPhone via Tapatalk ---------- Post added at 07:11 ---------- Previous post was 06:28 ---------- Web results are not opening on my active 2. Does it matter to see the results as well as I can open apps? Sent from my iPhone via Tapatalk There
must be something that blocks net traffic for your watch/smartphone – software or wearable app config? ---------- Post added at 04:09 ---------- Previous post was 3:42 am ---------- Just purchased pro and there is a question about sending texts. Currently I tried Send text to x, which then asked for a message. I say what the message would be, and then it
sends me to a quick manual pick contact instead of using the contact I verbally indicated. Is it the expected behavior or am I/is doing something wrong? I get the same answer. AW2 ver CTJ5. Also, how to get a temperature response F instead of C. (Region is set to USA) It is not possible to send a text message without user interaction smartwatches without
sim card. We will try to do some system hacks in the future. Change language to English.[US] There must be something blocking net traffic in your watch/smartphone – software or wearable app config? ---------- Post added at 04:09 PM ---------- Previous post was 03:42 ---------- It is not possible to send a text message without user interaction smartwatches
without a SIM card. We will try to do some system hacks in the future. Change language to English.[US] I'm using the iPhone, will that be the reason? Sent from my iPhone via Tapatalk There must be something that blocks net traffic for your watch/smartphone – software or wearable app config? ---------- added at 04:09 ---------- Previous post was PM --------- It is not possible to send a text message without user interaction smartwatches without a SIM card. We will try to do some system hacks in the future. Change language to English.[US] Thanks My Samsung Galaxy Note 10 plus updated today and now the app says I need to log off and log back in because English is not available. I can't log in without an
error. I tried to uninstall and reinstall, still have the same error. Please help. Edit. Used a standalone connection and it worked Last edited: Nov 3, 2020 Hello, I only paid for the update to the pro version, but it doesn't work, I get a black watch screen and my watch stays full black, can't close apps, can't show watch face or anything until I reboot watch. Free
version alone works fine after pro version removal... It doesn't update me. I click on update in the Galaxy store. Says installing. Then after some time says an update. Pro or kernel. Is there an update procedure? You don't want to have to spend 30min trying to login again. Any update to it yet? ---------- Post added at 10:55 ---------- previous post was 10:04
am ---------- I uninstalled then reinstalled the new core app. I can't log in. Don't get input screen. I got stuck in a loop of the same dialogue. Anyone else can apply? Sent support email ---------- Post added at 11:08 am ---------- Previous post was 10:55 am ---------- EDIT: It turns out it was Adguard Android blocking the Internet via Bluetooth. But just blocking the
internet g voice assistant. And the Google Voice keyboard. CONTACT AG support. Did you ever get this job? I'm having the same issue and don't want to disable AdGuard. Did you ever get this job? I'm having the same issue and don't want to disable AdGuard. Yes! I found a correction! Go to Adguard Settings, Network, Filtering Method. Change from local
VPN to local HTTP proxy. Then the G-Voice Assistant will work. Adguard support did not respond to my post about it on your forum. I told them this correction. Then also asked what difference this filtering method could make. There is no answer. Last edited on 23 April 2028, at 18:44
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